
PTSD challenging beliefs worksheet

What are the theories behind this PTSD challenging beliefs
worksheet?
This worksheet is based on the Cognitive Processing Therapy (CPT) which is a specific form of
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) for PTSD which aims to improve symptoms by identifying
and changing the thoughts and beliefs associated with the traumatic event.

People with PTSD tend to hold distorted beliefs about themselves and others around them
along with a host of negative feelings attached. These are referred to as ‘stuck points’.
Challenging these  beliefs is one of the techniques used in CPT.

How will the worksheet help?

This worksheet helps clients monitor and challenge their maladaptive beliefs that are the cause
of their distress. According to CPT the only way these maladaptive beliefs can be modified is
when the client themselves reach the conclusion that they are faulty, baseless and causing them
harm.

How to use the worksheet?

This worksheet is used multiple times throughout the CPT sessions to re-evaluate as many
problematic ‘stuck points’. In a structured CPT, ‘Challenging Beliefs’ comes after sessions on
‘Challenging Thoughts’, where a client learns a series of challenging questions and ‘Patterns of
Problematic Thinking’, where a client learns about some common habitual maladaptive thought
patterns.

Instruct the client to use the worksheet for at least one ‘stuck point’ each day.
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PTSD challenging beliefs worksheet

A. Situation B.Thought/Stuck Point D. Challenging thoughts E. Problematic patterns F. Alternative thoughts

Describe the event,
thought or belief leading
to the unpleasant
emotion(s).

Write thought/stuck point
related to Column A. Rate
belief in each thought/stuck
point below from 0-100%
(How much do you believe
this thought?)

Use Challenging Questions
to
examine your automatic
thought from Column B.
Consider if the thought is
balanced and factual or
extreme.

Evidence For?
Evidence Against?
Habit or fact?
Not including all information?
All or none?
Extreme or exaggerated?
Focused on just one piece?
Source dependable?
Confusing possible with
likely?
Based on feelings or facts?
Focused on unrelated parts?

Use the Patterns of
Problematic Thinking
Worksheet to decide if this is
one of your problematic
patterns of thinking.

Jumping to conclusions
Exaggerating or minimising
Ignoring important parts
Oversimplifying:
Over-generalizing
Mind reading
Emotional reasoning

What else can I say instead
of
Column B? How else can I
interpret the event instead of
Column B? Rate belief in
alternative thought(s)
from 0-100%

C. Emotions G: Re rate Old
thought/Stuck point

Specify sad, angry, etc.,
and rate how strongly you
feel each emotion from 0-
100%

Re-rate how much you now
believe the thought/stuck
point in Column B from
0-100%

H. Emotions
What do you feel now?
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You can find more wellness and mental health worksheets here.
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